
McFall Fuel has proudly followed and supported the               

careers of BMX rider Rebecca Petch and Luuka Jones in the 

Canoe Slalom. Both have been selected for the Tokyo 

Olympics which will feature 33 sports, 399 medals and 

events held at 42 venues. The Games will open on July 23 

and close on August 8. Both will compete in the last week 

of July. Rebecca has finally reached her goal of competing 

at an Olympic Games after five years of extremely hard 

work balancing training and earning a living to make her 

dream come true. She raced on the BMX Track in Tokyo in 

2019 and discovered then that it was longer than New                     

Zealanders were used to. “I have not raced overseas for 18 

months but I have had time to train in so many crucial 

areas that will hopefully help my performance,” said          

Rebecca. “My job now is to put this work into my race.” 

While Rebecca has had no international competition for Luuka it became really important. “There 

are a few restrictions in Europe, like wearing masks, a lot of hand sanitising and covid tests, apart 

from that, it is really nice to be back on the circuit. As a small NZ unit (myself, coach Campbell, and 

my team mate Finn) we are being quite strict with our processes,             

because even though I am vaccinated, catching Covid would be very     

detrimental to my Olympic preparations. We leave for Tokyo on the 5th 

of July. We will head into a pre games training camp, and will be in a 

managed environment, where we are only able to be at the hotel or the 

course. We will be unable to leave to go anywhere, but that is fine. I am 

there to do business anyway,” said Luuka.  

TOKYO OLYMPICS FOR REBECCA & LUUKA 

JULY 2021 

McFall Fuel has invested in a Team 
to cover the North Island to ensure 
that all Tanks that the company has 
placed with customers are audited 
at least annually to ensure that the 
tank remains fit for purpose. Tank 
Asset Manager Stuart Argent said,” 
we are now in a position where we 
can effectively and efficiently cover 
the North Island.” 

“It is important that customers 
have their tanks looked over to 
ensure that motors, filters, hoses 
and guns, dipsticks, latches, and 
locks are working as they should be. 
We also intend to roll out our tank 
cleaning programme through the 
summer months and we will                
increase the frequency of checking 
our Trailer Tanks. WOF’s need to be 
kept up to date and often when 
customers are busy they overlook 
these,” said Stu. 

The Team has Peter Douglas looking 
after the area around North Shore  
and into Northland. While Daniel 
Warrington and Stu Argent focus on 
the area from Auckland through  
the Central Plateau. Bruce Martin is 
based in the Taranaki Whanganui 
Regions and Brian Lord looks after 
the forestry tanks as well as       
supporting Gisborne. The two new 
starters, Luke Ross and Magiel          
Grobler will look after Napier and 
northern Wairarapa and Manawatu 
Wellington and southern Wairarapa 
respectively. “We are more than 
happy to service customer owned 
tanks as well,” said Stu, “and of 
course we have the Fuel Storage 
Team to help out as well.”  

TANK ASSET TEAM IS 

READY FOR ACTION 

ACROSS THE NORTH             

ISLAND 

The McFall Fuel Annual Conference was abandoned last year in favour of the very successful                        
Regional Conferences held around the North Island. “The Conference will bring us all together again, 
giving us a great opportunity to learn, develop, recognize and celebrate as an entire Team. This is   
special and it will be exciting to be able to set our shared understanding of success for the coming 
years in such a rapidly changing working and strategic environment,” said Allan McFall. “We will 
need to be prepared to take steps that explore new possibilities and get feedback continuously from 

the Team quickly to manage the tempo and direction of 
the business.” 
 

There will be 230 plus staff and partners attending the 
conference at which the Anniversary Awards for                    
Commitment and Dedication for 5, 10, 15 and 20 years 
will be celebrated along with the Pride Awards for    
going above and beyond in your work.  

MCFALL FUEL ANNUAL CONFERENCE IS ALL GO 



There will be a large number of                 

customers in the Waikato, King  

Country, South Auckland and as far 

south as Taumarunui area who will 

recognise Barry Petch. Barry had 

worked for McFall Freight around               

Te Awamutu and Hamilton prior to 

this side of the business being closed 

down. He went to work for Couplands 

for eight years or so and then re-

turned to McFall Fuel on June 15, 

1997, Barry said of his time, “every 

job has its ups and downs and the 

grass is not always greener on the 

other side. Both Morris and Allan 

have been good to me. For a trucking 

company you would be lucky to find 

anything better.”  

Barry has driven in the four on two 

off role for the 24 years and would 

love to have a Monday to Friday role 

eventually. Right now he is a very 

proud Dad with daughter Rebecca off 

to the Tokyo Olympics.  

Tairawhiti Contractors and         
Connexis hosted this first ever 
‘Girls with Hi-Vis’ event in the first 
place to see the sun—Ruatoria. 
Designed for local female                 
secondary school students from 
Hicks Bay to Tolaga Bay the event 
is all about removing barriers—
”women cannot be what they 
cannot see,” said Kat Kaiwai, the 
Managing Director for Tairawhiti                       
Contractors and Kimi Parata, 
Event Organiser. “The intention of 
the event is to break down                      
barriers and give these young 
women an insight into the                     

infrastructure industry through a series of interactive workshops.”  

McFall Fuel Heavy Fleet Driver Mel Riddle, pictured at the rear of the vehicle giving an insight 
into some of the standard operating procedures for fuel deliveries to a group from the 52 
attendees at Whakarau Park. “It was so awesome to see how much interest there was in how 
the tanker works and what my day entails,” said Mel. “I answered an amazing number of                    
questions from these young women who were keen to learn about what we do as drivers.” 

 

‘GIRLS WITH HI-VIS’ EVENT IN RUATORIA 

CRC JOINS THE COMPLETE PACKAGE OFFER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

McFall Fuel is now in a position to offer customers 

CRC’s Brakleen Parts Cleaner as part of the Complete 

Package along with the Multi Purpose 556, the can 

that everyone knows.  

To launch the new product the offer is to purchase a 

six pack and get two free of the Brakleen Brake Parts                 

Cleaner (red cap). We are not offering the Brakleen 

Blaster Brake Parts Cleaner. The offer is valid while 

stocks last and it is also important to note the                  

promotion only applies to specially marked  packs of 

Brakleen (1752580). This a new and small beginning 

and over time we will advise you if we add to our CRC 

product range. Ask your Area Manager for                 

more information as to how to purchase six packs. 

TWENTY FOUR YEARS 

DRIVING FOR                 

MCFALL FUEL                                               


